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Recurrences without closed orbits

F. Robicheaux and J. Shaw
Department of Physics, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36849

~Received 30 January 1998!

The results of quantum photoabsorption calculations are presented for H, K, and Cs atoms in static electric
fields. The recurrence spectra for^Lz&Þ0 show features at scaled actions an order of magnitude shorter than
for any classical closed orbit of this system. Two interesting manifestations are presented, and some of the
systematics of the peak strengths are explored. These features suggest that closed-orbit theory may need to be
generalized to account for these effects. A heuristic formula is presented that reproduces some of these effects.
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PACS number~s!: 32.60.1i, 03.65.Sq
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The dynamics of an electron in a Coulomb potential a
static fields has been extensively studied using quantum
semiclassical techniques. The quantum calculations are
tively simple to perform for low-n states, but become in
creasingly difficult and less accurate asn increases. Semi
classical techniques are accurate and provide insight into
dynamics at highn, but become increasingly difficult to us
and less accurate for lown.

Closed-orbit theory is a semiclassical method for calcu
ing photoabsorption cross sections. This method is base
the observation that to calculate this cross section it is o
necessary to obtain the Green’s function for points near
nucleus when the initial state is compact. Thus in a semic
sical approximation to the Green’s function, it is only nece
sary to use orbits whose starting and final points are nea
nucleus. The results in this paper arose from a search
generic effects that are not incorporated in the usual im
mentations of closed-orbit theory. Thus the effects presen
in this paper do not simply indicate a discrepancy w
closed-orbit theory, but seem to imply a missing mechan
which would be interesting to uncover.

In this paper, we examine the quantum dynamics of
and alkali-metal atoms in static electric fields. If the elect
field is in thez direction, theLz operator commutes with th
Hamiltonian; thus we can choose to have eigenstates of
ergy andLz . For alkali-metal atoms, there are no other co
stants of the motion. The Coulomb plus constant field giv
potential that has a saddle-point maximum at a distance 1AF
in the down-field direction. The height of this saddle is su
that classical electrons with energy greater than22AF can
leave the region near the nucleus and travel to`. For ener-
gies less than this, the electron can quantum mechanic
tunnel through the barrier and escape. However, the tun
ing rate rapidly decreases with decreasing energy, and is
ligibly small for the cases we examine in this paper.

The Hamiltonian for an electron in a Coulomb potent
and a static electric field can be scaled. Our calculations
performed so that the scaled energy«5E/AF is a constant;
E is the energy andF is the field strength. We have pe
formed photoabsorption calculations where the squared
pole matrix elements from the initial to the final states a
obtained as a function ofv where E5«(2p/v)2 and F
5(2p/v)4. Fourier transforming the squared dipole mat
elements with respect tov gives the recurrence spectrum
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R~Ŝ!5U E r~v!eiŜvW~v!dvUY E r~v!W~v!dv,

~1!

wherer(v) is proportional to the photoabsorption cross se
tion divided by the laser frequency, and the weight functi
W(v)5exp@2(v2vav)

4/Dv4# limits the range of the inte-
gration. With this definition,R(0)51.

The recurrence spectrum has peaks at values ofŜ equal to
the scaled actions for which a classical electron has a clo
orbit that leaves and returns to the nucleus. The peak he
is the recurrence strength. Repetitions of orbits and com
nations of orbits arising from scattering from the core ele
trons for alkali-metal atoms also produce well-known fe
tures@1–3#.

There have been two generalizations of closed-o
theory to account for features inR(Ŝ) that do not arise from
closed orbits at scaled energy«. These are the ghost orbit
arising from orbits that do not exist at« but do exist at a
nearby« @4,5#. The other generalization has been to inco
porate effects from orbits that start at a node of the wa
function and therefore should have zero strength inR(Ŝ) ~in
the simple implementation of closed-orbit theory! @6#.

Our present results are form51 and 2 spectra in H, K,
and Cs;m\ is the eigenvalue of theLz operator with thez
direction defined to be in the direction of the electric fie
All spectra are over a fixed energy range from2~1/800! to
2~1/1800! ~i.e., 20<n<30) and field strengths such tha
classical over-the-barrier ionization does not occur. Thisn
range is somewhat low, but still high enough where the
proximations in closed-orbit theory might be expected
work. The quantum programs used in our calculations h
been described elsewhere@7#.

The central idea in this paper is to stay at low enoughn
such that the field does not strongly mix then manifolds. If
this condition is satisfied then there will be features inR(Ŝ)
at very short scaled actions, whereŜ are integer multiples of
1/A22«. In closed-orbit theory, these peaks would be as
ciated with orbits that go out from the nucleus and retu
directly to the nucleus. Ifm50, there are two possible orbit
satisfying this condition:~1! the orbit that heads straight u
the z axis and returns to the nucleus without leaving thez
1043 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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1044 PRA 58F. ROBICHEAUX AND J. SHAW
axis, and~2! the orbit that heads straight down thez axis and
returns to the nucleus without leaving thez axis. If mÞ0,
these two orbits are not possible, becauseLz is conserved
and there is a repulsiveLz

2/(x21y2) term in the potential.
No other orbits leave from the nucleus and directly retu

to the nucleus. For a laser excitation tomÞ0, the electron
leaves the nucleus with low angular momentum. The tor
from the electric field initially causes the angular moment
to increase, thus preventing the electron from returning
rectly to the nucleus. Eventually, the angular momentum p
cesses back to small values, allowing the electron to retur
the nucleus with a scaled action centered atŜ;(22«)3/2/3.
This action is an order of magnitude larger than that for
shortestm50 closed orbit,Ŝ;1/A22«.

We first demonstrate the existence of peaks in the re
rence spectrum of H at actions shorter than the shortes
lowed closed orbit. Because the potential is purely Coulo
bic, there can be no scattering from one orbit to another;
effects are the result of motion in the separable Hamilton
of H in a static electric field. In Fig. 1, we present th
squared dipole matrix elementr(v)5s(v)/n(v) as a func-
tion of v52pA«/E for excitation to m51 states at the
scaled energy«524.0. s is the photoabsorption cross se
tion, and n is the laser frequency. This spectrum can
understood quantum mechanically as arising from the se
raten manifolds of Stark states fromn520 to 30. The Stark
states from differentn manifolds only barely overlap, so
probably perturbation theory could be used to calculate
spectrum.

FIG. 2. H m51 recurrence spectrum for«524.0. The inset

shows the regionsR<0.2 andŜ<4 by expanding both thex andy
axes by a factor of 2.5. The closed-orbit result is given in the in
as a dotted line.

FIG. 1. H m51 scaled energy spectrum for«524.0; r is pro-
portional to the photoabsorption cross section divided by the la
frequencyv52pA«/E.
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In Figs. 2 and 3 are the recurrence spectra form51 and
for 2. These spectra are for the scaled energy of«524.0.
The arrow marks the smallest action for a closed orbit
this system,Ŝ56.89. The inset shows the regionR<0.2 and
Ŝ<4 by expanding both thex andy axes by a factor of 2.5
In both Figs. 2 and 3 there are peaks at actions much sho
than is possible in closed-orbit theory. In particular, the fi
recurrence peak is at actionsŜ50.35, an order of magnitude
smaller than that of the shortest closed classical orbit. N
that the first recurrence peak is stronger for them52 spec-
trum than for them51 spectrum. When the scaled ener
was varied between23.0 and23.5, we found that them
51 first recurrence peak was larger than that for them52
first recurrence peak, while the situation reversed for sca
energies between23.5 and24.0. This is contrary to our
initial expectations that them51 first recurrence peak would
always be stronger because whenm52 the higher azimutha
angular momentum should push the orbits further from thz
axis. Also, the initial angular distribution of trajectories em
phasizes orbits ejected into thexy plane which are torqued
the most; this should cause the electron to precess away
the low angular momentum, diminishing the recurren
strength. Some unknown dynamics controls the relat
strength of these peaks.

There are features in the recurrence spectrum that ap
to correspond to repetitions of this ‘‘short action orbit.’’ Th
recurrence strength rapidly decreases for low repetitions,
increases as the action approaches that of the allowed cl
orbits. This behavior is similar to the quasiperiodic recu
rence strengths of repetitions of a stable closed orbit. T
similarity suggests that the effect will be understanda
within an extension of closed-orbit theory.

A second effect similar to that in H can be seen in t
4s1hn→ m51 spectra of K and the 6p3/2,m53/21hn

t

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but form52.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 1, but for Km51.
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PRA 58 1045RECURRENCES WITHOUT CLOSED ORBITS
→m52 spectra of Cs. For these systems, the quantum
fects are not negligibly small, so that scattering from the c
plays a large role in the spectra. Thep-wave quantum defec
in K is 1.714, and thed-wave quantum defect is 0.265; th
d-wave quantum defect in Cs is 2.473, and thef -wave quan-
tum defect is 0.03. The squared dipole matrix element for
K spectrum is given in Fig. 4 for the scaled energy of«
524.0. The very tall individual peaks are the remnants
the np states that have not strongly mixed into the Sta
manifold.

The recurrence spectrum for K is plotted in Fig. 5, a
that for Cs in Fig. 6. These spectra are for the scaled en
of «524.0. Again, the arrow marks the smallest action fo
closed orbit for this system. There are several interes
features in the recurrence spectra. The most visible is
dominance and persistence of the short action peaks. Q
tum mechanically, the explanation of this effect is fair
simple. We are at field strengths and energies such tha
np states in K and thend states in Cs do not strongly mi
with the stark manifold of states. Therefore, the domin
period will be the field-free Rydberg periodt52pn3, which
would be the period of an orbit that directly returns to t
nucleus. The slow decay of the ‘‘repetitions’’ of this none
istent orbit arise because thenp states in K andnd states in
Cs have not mixed strongly. Features strongly localized inv

will cause a slow decay inŜ.
Note another interesting feature of the Cs recurrence s

trum in Fig. 6. The ‘‘repetitions’’ of the short action pea
have almost completely decayed away byŜ55. There are
peaks in the recurrence spectrum at 6.9<Ŝ<8.3 arising from
the true closed orbits of this system. After these peaks,
short action peaks reappear. Perhaps this is not too sur
ing, since scattering from one closed orbit into anoth

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2, but for Km51.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 2, but for Csm52.
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would give this effect. However, it must be remembered t
the orbit being scattered intodoes not existas a true closed
orbit.

One question that should be answered is how does
strength of these recurrences depend on the scaled ener
averagev value? We have found that the behavior is n
trivial, and can be quite interesting. We have defined
strength of a recurrence peak,f, to be the integral ofR(Ŝ)
from the minimum before the peak to the minimum after t
peak. We have plotted this for the first four short acti
recurrences versusvav. Figures 7 and 8 are them51
strengths for K and H, respectively, and Figs. 9 and 10
the m52 strengths for Cs and H, respectively. In these fo
figures, the lowestvav point corresponds to«523, and the
highest point corresponds to«524.

One of the features that strongly suggests that this p
nomenon can be understood within an extension of clos
orbit theory is that the recurrence strength for the first pe
does depend onm andvav but does not depend on the atom
Peaks 2–4 do depend on which atom is being excited, s
gesting that the first peak derives from some sort of p
orbit recurrence, whereas later peaks also depend on sca
ing from the core electrons. Another feature is that in gene
the strengths of these peaks increase withvav; this is under-
standable since increasingvav means the average fiel
strength is decreasing. One interesting feature of Figs. 7
8 is that the strength of the first recurrence peak oscilla
with increasing vav; there is a local maximum for«
;23.25 and a local minimum for«;23.625. Another in-
teresting feature is the sharp upturn in the first recurre

FIG. 7. K m51 recurrence strength for the first four recurren
peaks: first peak—square; second peak—*; third peak—L; fourth
peak—n. f is defined to be the integral ofR from the minimum
before thenth peak to the minimum after thenth peak.

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, except for Hm51.
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1046 PRA 58F. ROBICHEAUX AND J. SHAW
strength for Cs and H in Figs. 9 and 10; this upturn is a«
;23.25. In Cs the 2–4 recurrence peaks have a sharp
crease at the larger value«;23.625. On the scale used i
these figures, the 2–4 recurrence peaks in both H figu
show little variation, and remain small over the whole ran

The semiclassical explanation of the K and Cs spectr
not clear. Even for H the semiclassical theory is hard
imagine if we restrict the theory to closed orbits that retu
exactly to the origin. In the usual derivation of closed-or
theory, the semiclassical returning wave is matched to
interior partial wave solution by defining a matching co
stant N, which is the ratio of the incoming semiclassic
wave csc to the exact solution for an incoming Coulom
wave at zero energy,cc , whenr is large. Form51, cc near
the z axis is

cc5Ar 2zJ1~2Ar 1z!, ~2!

whereJ1 is the Bessel function of order 1.
We constructed a semiclassical approximation for the

turning wave function form51, where the node along th
positive and negativez axes is incorporated into the matc
ing constantN via the correctcc , but the semiclassical wav
function csc is computed form50 as if the classical trajec-
tories on the axis did exist. The method used is the same
the method outlined in Ref.@6# for a nodal wave function
along the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field,
now the node is assumed to be on the axis. The crucial
ference between the calculations is that in the magnetic-fi
case@6# an orbitdoesexist in the node, while for them51
spectra in the electric fieldno orbit exists along the axis~but
the features in the spectrum imply that the wave funct
near the axis behaves as if the orbit exists!.

If we use them50 orbits and amplitudes with the nod
matching, one can show that the amplitudes are

Ck5
16

r 0

~E2Ei !U]u i

]u f
U2

uI ~n,0,1!u2, ~3!

where u]u i /]u f u21 is the change in the final angle as th
initial angle is varied,r 0 is the matching radius, andI (n,0,1)
is the radial overlap of the initial atomic state with a ze
energy outgoing wave withl 51. The phases of the return
ing waves are given by

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 7, except for Csm52.
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Dk5nSk
12nk

n p

2
1sgnS ]u i

]u f
U

k
D 12d1 , ~4!

whereSk
1 is the action of the first return of the on-axis orbit

nk
n is the Maslov index, sgn(]u i /]u f) is the sign of the angle

derivative, andd1 is the phase shift of thel 51 partial wave
arising from the core potential.

The recurrence strengths calculated for H in this appro
mation roughly agree with the quantum calculations~see the
inset in Fig. 2!. The semiclassical result was normalized
give exact agreement with the quantum result at the larg
allowed peak near the scaled action of 7. The largest disc
ancy in the semiclassical calculation is a 20% overestim
in the peak atŜ50.35. The agreement improves for the oth
recurrences, and we can see that there are really two fu
mental actions whose repetitions give separate peak
higher actions. These actions are 0.363 and 0.346, assoc
with the downhill and uphillm50 orbits, respectively.

To check the validity of the semiclassical formula, w
compared the closed-orbit calculations to quantum calc
tions done for principal quantum numbers in the ranges
,n,40 and 40,n,50. By a classical scaling law~Ref. @6#!
applied to Eq. ~3!, the isolated short action recurrenc
should decrease by factors of 0.5 and 0.3 as the princ
quantum number is increased into these ranges. The qua
recurrences do decrease according to the classical sc
law, though there is again a noticeable discrepancy in
peak height for the shortest action for 30,n,40. This dis-
crepancy is strongly reduced for 40,n,50. This first peak
is sensitive to the relative amplitudes and phases of the ‘‘
hill’’ and ‘‘downhill’’ returning waves, more so than any o
the other short action recurrences. These deviations may
flect shortcomings in the approximations made deriving E
~3! and ~4!.

A formula similar to Eq.~3! can be derived form52
excitation. Comparisons between the semiclassical and q
tum calculation in Fig. 3 show overall agreement in rec
rence amplitude and scaling behavior. The first peak aŜ
50.35 is now underestimated by 50%, but the agreem
improves rapidly for the higher action recurrences. For b
the m51 andm52 formulas, the agreement is best for th
weaker recurrences and the highest principal quantum n
bers. Both describe the general behavior of the peaks, bu
m51 formula is much better at reproducing the quantu
results.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 7, except for Hm52.
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To extend these heuristic formulas to atoms heavier t
H ~for instance them51 K and m52 Cs presented in this
paper!, requires calculating thep and d components of the
core scattered wave produced by the returning nodal w
Since the core scattering is incorporated into closed-o
theory by a perturbative expansion of the Green’s function
currently works best for weak scattering of low part
waves. Strong scattering in K and Cs in thep andd waves is
required to reproduce the effects seen in the quantum spe
The current semiclassical theory does not work for th
cases. This topic is under investigation.

Although we obtain decent agreement with the quant
H results, we stress that these are heuristic equations, an
do not have a justification for using the nonexistent orbits
the semiclassical theory. It appears that a justification for
.
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procedure must come from outside the usual implementa
of closed-orbit theory. It may be that the closed-orbit theo
needs to incorporate orbits that do not start and end w
radial orbits near the nucleus. Or maybe the semiclass
Green’s function needs to include orbits that are not qu
classical. Or maybe there is an end point contribution to
semiclassical Green’s function in addition to the station
phase points that are usually included. None of these sug
tions may be correct; however, the results presented in
paper suggest that closed-orbit theory is missing a mec
nism for describing some aspects of scaled energy spe
We expect similar effects for other types of static fields.
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